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About the Committee
The Environmental Sustainability Committee advises the Graduate Assembly, as well as all necessary individuals within the Graduate Assembly, on the sustainability of all relevant actions and politics of the Graduate Assembly. It shall also issue an annual report on the Graduate Assembly’s sustainability and shall work with the relevant parts of the Graduate Assembly to improve sustainable practices and implement sustainable policies. Notes are taken of the meetings, which must be noticed and open to the public.

September Update
Prior and during the month of September the committee has focused on transition, e.g. assigning campus committee seats, developing tentative agendas around advocacy, and reviewing activities and budgets. This coming month we will focus on committee recruitment, appointing campus committee seats, and developing consensus around an operating agenda for the year. Additionally, the ASUC is working on a resolution/initiative around Berkeley and big soda that our committee is reviewing. It is still in the preliminary stages and as things progress we will keep the exec. board/delegates updated.